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2 8
a b s t r a c t

29Hong Kong drivers face daily congestion, especially at the Cross Harbor Tunnel (CHT)
30whose tolls are substantially lower than those of the drivers’ other two tunnel options:
31the Eastern Harbor Crossing (EHC) and the Western Harbor Crossing (WHC). In 2013, the
32Hong Kong Special Administrative Region (HKSAR) Government issued a consultation
33paper, seeking public comments on three toll-change proposals that would raise the
34CHT’s tolls and lower the EHC’s tolls. The WHC’s tolls would remain unchanged due to
35its congested connecting roads. Using monthly crossing data available from the HKSAR’s
36Transport Department for 2000–2012, this paper uses a Generalized Leontief demand
37system to document that the usage patterns of the three tunnels is price-responsive.
38Hence, we conclude that the proposed toll changes are likely to be effective in transporta-
39tion demand management, by shifting a portion of the CHT’s usage to the EHC and WHC,
40thereby relieving the CHT’s congestion.
41� 2015 Published by Elsevier Ltd.
42

43

44

45 1. Introduction

46 Hong Kong is densely populated, with a geographic size of approximately 1100 km2 and a population of some 7.2 million.
47 It is prone to severe traffic jams, as is true of most major cities (e.g., Rio de Janeiro, Mexico City, New York City, Los Angeles,
48 London, Paris, Tokyo, Singapore, Beijing, and Shanghai). With 329 licensed vehicles for every km of road,1 Hong Kong would
49 become one big parking lot if most of these vehicles were on the road, under the assumption that each licensed vehicle’s average
50 length is about three meters. Hong Kong drivers experience daily congestion delays, especially at the Cross Harbor Tunnel (CHT),
51 as shown in Fig. 1. In contrast, traffic is relatively light at the Eastern Harbor Crossing (EHC) and the Western Harbor Crossing
52 (WHC).
53 Each cross-harbor tunnel has nine vehicle-specific tolls,2 applicable to private cars, taxis, motorcycles, light buses, single-
54 decked buses, double-decked buses, light goods vehicles, medium goods vehicles, and heavy goods vehicles. To reduce the CHT’s
55 congestion, the Hong Kong Special Administrative Region (HKSAR) Government has recently issued a consultation paper
56 (Transport and Housing Bureau, 2013) seeking public comments on three toll-change proposals that aim to implement
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1 See http://www.gov.hk/en/about/abouthk/factsheets/docs/transport.pdf.
2 See http://www.td.gov.hk/en/transport_in_hong_kong/tunnels_and_bridges/toll_rates_of_road_tunnels_and_lantau_link/index.html.
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57 transportation demand management (Vickrey, 1967, 1969; Pretty, 1988; Meyer, 1999; May and Milne, 2000). The implied pre-
58 mise of the proposed toll changes is that the three tunnels are substitutes with discernible price responsiveness.
59 There have been two prior studies on the price responsiveness of Hong Kong’s three cross-harbor tunnels, the first of
60 which was by Hau et al. (2011). Based on a sample of 426 respondents to a route-choice survey conducted in 1999
61 (p. 471), their discrete-choice (multinomial logit) analysis yields disaggregate price elasticity estimates by vehicle type:
62 (a) private cars’ own-price elasticity estimates of �0.30 to �0.43 and cross-price elasticity estimates of 0.10–0.25; (b) taxis’
63 own-price elasticity estimates of �0.55 to �0.82 and cross-price elasticity estimates of 0.18–0.54; (c) light goods vehicles’
64 own-price elasticity estimates of �0.83 to �1.02 and cross-price elasticity estimates of 0.39–0.57; and (d) medium and
65 heavy goods vehicles’ own-price elasticity estimates of �0.90 to �1.06 and cross-price elasticity estimates of 0.38–0.56
66 (Hau et al., 2011, pp. 475–476). These estimates suggest that the tunnel demands by vehicle type are price-inelastic and that
67 the tunnels are substitutes with positive cross-price elasticities.
68 Hau et al. (2011), however, do not estimate the price responsiveness of motorcycles, light buses, single-decked buses, and
69 double-decked buses. Unless these unstudied vehicles are totally price-insensitive, their study does not provide sufficient
70 information to enable one to assess the potential effectiveness of the HKSAR Government’s toll-change proposals. To be sure,
71 the price elasticity estimates for the unstudied vehicles would be unnecessary if their total harbor crossings were close to
72 zero. This, however, is not the case for buses; see Fig. 2.
73 The second study is due to Loo (2003). Using monthly aggregate data on tunnel usage by all vehicle types, from January
74 1979 to September 2000, this study estimates six tunnel-specific double-log regressions to examine the monthly tunnel traf-
75 fic of six major toll tunnels in Hong Kong. The explanatory variables of each cross-harbor tunnel’s regression only include the
76 natural-log of the tunnel’s own average toll, thus yielding the tunnel’s own-price elasticity estimate, while assuming its
77 cross-price elasticities to be zero. These own-price elasticity estimates are aggregate estimates that measure the price
78 responsiveness of the total harbor crossings via a given tunnel made by all vehicle types. The own-price elasticity estimate
79 for the CHT is �0.291, and the estimates for the EHC and WHC are positive though statistically insignificant (p > 0.05) (Loo,
80 2003, Table 3). As the study assumes zero cross-price responsiveness for all six tunnels, it lacks the complete information
81 necessary to assess the potential effectiveness of the toll-change proposals for the three cross-harbor tunnels.
82 Notwithstanding their incomplete information on price responsiveness, these two studies apparently say ‘‘yes” to the
83 substantive policy question: Can Hong Kong price-manage its cross-harbor-tunnel congestion? The vast difference in the
84 two studies’ elasticity estimates, however, motivates us to seek additional evidence on the price responsiveness of
85 harbor-tunnel crossings. Moreover, both studies are based on data that are over 10 years old, highlighting the need for
86 updated elasticity estimates to answer the policy question posited above.
87 Our estimates are based on 156 monthly observations during the 13-year period of 2000–2012 on harbor-tunnel cross-
88 ings described in Appendix A. Using this updated data sample, we estimate nine vehicle-specific Generalized Leontief (GL)
89 demand systems to quantify the price responsiveness of monthly harbor crossings made by the nine vehicle types. Our

Fig. 1. Congestion problem of the Hong Kong Cross Harbor Tunnel, with the red line denoting the queue observed during daily rush hours on the tunnel’s
connecting roads (Wilbur Smith Associates Limited, 2010). (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the
web version of this article.)
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90 key findings are as follows. First, our comprehensive set of 27 (= 3 tunnels � 9 vehicle types) disaggregate price elasticity
91 estimates shows that the three tunnels are substitutes and that their usage is price-inelastic, thus corroborating the
92 vehicle-specific own-price elasticity estimates in Hau et al. (2011, pp. 475–476), the CHT’s aggregate own-price elasticity
93 estimate in Loo (2003, Table 3), and the lower half of the range in Litman (2013, p. 40). Second, harbor-tunnel crossings
94 by motorcycles are the most price-sensitive, followed by those of private cars and goods vehicles. Crossings by taxis and
95 buses are the least price-sensitive. Finally, we estimate that the toll-change proposals in Transport and Housing Bureau
96 (2013) could reduce the most congested CHT’s monthly usage by approximately 19.6%, which in turn could lead to a
97 16.1% increase in the less congested EHC’s daily usage and a 4.4% increase in the least congested WHC’s daily usage; see
98 Table 6. These estimated changes imply an estimated reduction of 3.8% in the three tunnels’ total monthly usage. Hence,
99 we conclude that Hong Kong can price-manage its cross-harbor-tunnel congestion.

100 Our paper makes substantive contributions to both the Hong Kong tolling-policy debate and the transportation literature.
101 First, it presents a new approach to comprehensively analyze the vehicle-specific price responsiveness of Hong Kong’s
102 monthly harbor-tunnel crossings. Instead of the double-log or linear demand functions used in prior studies (e.g.,
103 Hirschman et al., 1995; Loo, 2003; Su, 2010), we use a GL demand specification (Diewert, 1971) to formally test whether
104 the three tunnels are substitutes in the driver’s tunnel-choice decisions.
105 Second, we present a demand modeling alternative when survey data collection is costly but aggregate data are readily
106 available (Nam, 1997), yielding results that would complement empirical findings based on route-choice survey data (e.g.,
107 Burris and Pendyala, 2002; Olszewski and Xie, 2005; Washbrook et al., 2005; Train and Wilson, 2008; Hau et al., 2011). Our
108 alternative can be used to analyze the usage pattern of a city’s multiple toll-crossing options (e.g., New York City’s toll tun-
109 nels and bridges,3) so long as suitable aggregate data such as those described in Appendix A are available.
110 Third, we provide detailed elasticity estimates by vehicle type for all three tunnels, thus enriching the limited evidence in
111 several literature reviews (e.g., Oum et al., 1992; Goodwin, 1992; Graham and Glaister, 2004; Litman, 2004, 2013).
112 Fourth, our vehicle-specific elasticity estimates for motorcycles and three bus types complete the price responsiveness
113 information absent in Hau et al. (2011).
114 Fifth, our aggregate own-price elasticity estimates are negative for all three tunnels, unlike those found by Loo (2003),
115 two of which, the estimates for the EHC and WHC, are positive. Further, our positive aggregate cross-price elasticity esti-
116 mates complete the critical price-responsiveness information that Loo (2003) lacks.
117 Finally, we document the potential effectiveness of the HKSAR Government’s three toll-change proposals (Transport and
118 Housing Bureau, 2013), affirming the virtue of pricing in transportation demand management.
119 The paper proceeds as follows. Section 2 provides a contextual background for our research. Section 3 is the model spec-
120 ification. Section 4 contains the empirical results, and Section 5 concludes.

121 2. Background

122 Table 1 describes the three cross-harbor tunnels constructed under a 30-year build-operate-transfer contract. Completed
123 in 1972, the CHT was the first cross-harbor tunnel connecting the central business districts on the two sides of the Victoria
124 Harbor. The EHC and WHC opened in 1989 and 1997, respectively, to accommodate the traffic growth driven by rapid eco-
125 nomic development in the territory.
126 As shown in Fig. 1, the CHT is heavily congested, with average daily crossings of around 120,000, far exceeding its design
127 capacity of 78,000 under uncongested conditions (Wilbur Smith Associates Limited, 2010, p. 1–1). Fig. 2 suggests that in

Fig. 2. Average daily tunnel crossings by vehicle type for selected years; CHT’s crossings � 120,000 per day > CHT’s design capacity = 78,000 per day under
uncongested conditions (Wilbur Smith Associates Limited, 2010, p. 1–1).

3 The city’s tolls are available at: http://www.panynj.gov/bridges-tunnels/tolls.html.
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128 recent years, harbor-tunnel crossings by private cars and taxis have been rising at the EHC and WHC. At the end of 2012,
129 however, the EHC’s daily crossings of around 70,000 were still below its design capacity of 78,000. The WHC’s daily crossings
130 were just over 60,000, which is about one third of its design capacity.
131 The usage pattern among the three tunnels is partly due to the differences among the tolls shown in Table 2. From 2002 to
132 2012, the CHT’s tolls were unchanged, while those of the EHC and the WHC had respectively increased once and five times.
133 Fig. 3 displays (a) the ratio of the EHC’s average toll and the CHT’s average toll, and (b) the ratio of theWHC’s average toll and
134 the CHT’s average toll. Here a tunnel’s average toll is the weighted average of vehicle-specific tolls, with each vehicle type’s
135 weight being the share of the tunnel’s total crossings by that vehicle type. This figure shows discernible changes in the tunnel
136 usage pattern following the toll increases at the EHC and the WHC.
137 To balance the traffic flows among the three tunnels, the HKSAR Government proposes to increase the CHT’s tolls and
138 reduce those of the EHC, while keeping the WHC’s tolls unchanged, due to the WHC’s congested connecting roads
139 (Transport and Housing Bureau, 2013). We now investigate whether these toll-change proposals are likely to be effective
140 in affecting the tunnels’ usage pattern.

141 3. Model

142 Our investigation uses monthly aggregate data to estimate the GL system of tunnel demands by the drivers of each type of
143 vehicle (e.g., private cars). To derive the GL system based on the concept of a cost function, we begin by discussing the cost
144 basis of the monthly aggregate data, as suggested by two very helpful referees’ detailed comments. The discussion makes
145 explicit what we know and what we do not know, thereby explaining the kind of information that can be gleaned from
146 the aggregate data. We then show how we use these data to estimate the price responsiveness of cross-harbor tunnel
147 demands.

148 3.1. Monthly cost to a driver of a particular type of vehicle

149 We do not know the monthly cost associated with the tunnel choices made by a driver of a particular type
150 of vehicle. Nonetheless, we can develop the cost basis for our empirical analysis. Recognizing the factors known to affect
151 transport demands (Litman, 2013), our cost focus reflects that harbor crossings are an intermediate output for a driver
152 achieving a final output goal on the other side of the harbor (e.g., going to work, attending a meeting, shopping, or goods
153 delivery).
154 We assume a cost-minimizing driver who decides which of the three tunnels to use for each cross-harbor trip. When
155 making this assumption, we recognize that drivers of public transportation vehicles (e.g., taxis and buses) do not pay the
156 tunnel tolls, which are already included in these vehicles’ fares. Also, they may not have the choice of which tunnel to
157 use. Hence, these drivers may not be cost minimizing. Happily, our empirical results in Section 4 broadly support our main-
158 tained assumption of a cost-minimizing driver who can make a tunnel choice.
159 For expositional ease, and with minimal risk of confusion, we initially suppress a monthly index t ¼ 1; . . . T to denote the
160 month in question. Each a ! b trip begins at point a ¼ 1; . . . ;A and ends at point b ¼ 1; . . .B. Our a ! b trip representation is
161 general, since a can be one of the driver’s many points of origin and b one of the driver’s many points of destination.
162 Each a ! b trip involves one of the three tunnels. Suppose the driver uses tunnel j ¼ 1ðEHCÞ; 2ðCHTÞ; and 3ðWHCÞ. The
163 driver’s tunnel-specific cost of a single trip made in hour h ¼ 1; . . . ;24 on day d ¼ 1; . . .D (= the number of days in the month)
164 is the sum of: (1) Pj = the toll for tunnel j; (2) Cab jhd = out-of-pocket costs (e.g., vehicular fuel and operation and maintenance
165 [O&M]) for one a ! b trip via tunnel j in hour h on day d; and (3) Dab jhd = other costs (e.g., value of travel time, which depends
166 on the trip’s distance and traffic congestion, as well as the possible cost of annoyance caused by slow traffic) for one a ! b
167 trip via tunnel j in hour h on day d. As the driver’s tunnel-specific single-trip costs on a given day differ by origin, destination
168 and hour, the three tunnels are presumptively imperfect substitutes in the driver’s daily tunnel-choice decisions. Thanks to a
169 referee’s insightful comment, a case in point is the cross-harbor trip from the Happy Valley area on Hong Kong Island to the
170 Jordan Mass Transit Railway (MTR) Station on the Kowloon Peninsula.
171 Suppose the driver’s daily harbor-crossing requirement is Qabd, which has scheduled hours of arrival that prevent the dri-
172 ver from making trips only during the commonly known uncongested hours (e.g., 02:00–06:00). The daily requirement

Table 1
Characteristics of Hong Kong’s three cross-harbor tunnels. Sources: http://www.td.gov.hk/en/transport_in_hong_kong/tunnels_and_bridges/index.html, http://
www.westernharbourtunnel.com/en/about23.html, http://www.easternharbourtunnel.com.hk/nhktc/eng/e-company/e-introduc.htm.

Cross Harbor
Tunnel (CHT)

Eastern Harbor
Crossing (EHC)

Western Harbor
Crossing (WHC)

Length (km) 1.8 2.2 2.0
Year of opening 1972 1989 1997
Year of franchise expiration 1999 2016 2023
Design capacity (crossings per day) under uncongested conditions 78,000 78,000 180,000
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Table 2
Cross-harbor tunnel tolls (HK$/crossing) during 1 January 2000–31 December 2012. Sources: Annual Transport Digest, various issues, Transport Department, HKSAR; and http://www.westernharbortunnel.com/en/
about4.html.

Toll period dates (dd/mm/yyyy) Cross Harbor
Tunnel (CHT)

Eastern Harbor Crossing (EHC) Western Harbor Crossing (WHC)

01/01/2000–31/
12/2012

01/01/2000–
30/04/2005

01/05/2005–
31/12/2012

01/01/2000–
02/12/2000

03/12/2000–
15/02/2003

16/02/2003–
03/07/2004

04/07/2004–
05/01/2008

06/01/2008–
31/07/2010

01/08/2010–
31/12/2012

Private cars 20 15 25 30 35 37 45 45 50
Taxis 10 15 25 30 35 35 40 40 45
Motorcycles 8 8 13 15 20 20 22 22 23
Light buses 10 23 38 40 45 47 55 55 60
Single-decked buses 10 30 50 40 50 60 80 80 90
Double-decked buses 15 45 75 55 70 85 115 115 128
Light goods vehicles (under 5.5

tonnes)
15 23 38 45 50 50 55 55 60

Medium goods vehicles (between
5.5 and 24 tonnes)

20 30 50 65 70 70 80 80 85

Heavy goods vehicles (over 24
tonnes)

30 45 75 95 100 100 110 110 115
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173 depends on such factors as the driver’s cost budget, which may limit the number of trips per day, employment that may
174 require job-related trips, or other factors such as shopping and social gatherings. Hence, changes in these factors alter the
175 driver’s daily harbor-crossing requirements within a month, which are unobservable without data such as those collected
176 through a carefully designed route-choice survey.
177 The driver’s monthly total use of tunnel j is:
178

Qj ¼
X
d

X
h

X
a

X
b

Qab jhd; ð1Þ
180180

181 where Q ab jhd = the number of trips made by the driver in hour h on day d via tunnel j to meet the daily harbor-crossing
182 requirement:

P
h

P
jQab jhd ¼ Qabd. The value of Qab jhd is likely equal to zero for most hours and equal to unity for a few hours

183 of the day, reflecting the time-dependent discrete choices that a driver makes in selecting the cross-harbor trip routes.
184 The driver’s monthly total cost for using tunnel j is:
185

TCj ¼ PjQj þ Kj; ð2Þ187187

188 where PjQj = the monthly total toll cost; and Kj ¼
P

d

P
h

P
a

P
bQab jhdðCab jhd þ Dab jhdÞ = the monthly total non-toll cost.

189 3.2. Monthly cost to heterogeneous drivers of a particular type of vehicle

190 The monthly cost TCj in Eq. (2) applies to a single driver. But Hong Kong has many heterogeneous drivers with diverse
191 attributes (e.g., income, employment, and vehicle size). Suppose there are S categories of drivers, with each s-category
192 (s ¼ 1; . . . ; S) containing Ms similar drivers. While we do not know the definition for each category, or the number Ms, we
193 can link these drivers’ total costs to their constituent components.
194 Based on Eq. (1), let Qjs be the monthly total use of tunnel j by one driver in the s-category. The monthly aggregate num-
195 ber of harbor crossings via tunnel j for a particular vehicle type is:
196

Nj ¼
X
s

MsQjs: ð3Þ
198198

199 Associated with Nj is the monthly aggregate cost for the vehicle type from using tunnel j:
200

Fj ¼ PjNj þ Gj; ð4Þ202202

203 where PjNj = the monthly aggregate toll cost of using tunnel j; Gj ¼
P

sMsKjs = the monthly aggregate non-toll cost of using
204 tunnel j; and Kjs = the monthly aggregate non-toll cost for one s-category driver, whose calculation is based on the Kj variable
205 in Eq. (2).
206 Using Eq. (4), the monthly aggregate cost for the vehicle type from using the three tunnels is the sum of the three tunnel-
207 specific costs:
208

F ¼
X
j

ðPjNj þ GjÞ: ð5Þ
210210
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Fig. 3. Daily traffic and toll ratios of the three cross-harbor tunnels.
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211 Built from highly disaggregate components, the variable F in Eq. (5) is the monthly cost summary of all tunnel choices made
212 by the drivers of a particular vehicle type.

213 3.3. The GL demand system for a particular vehicle type

214 We have monthly aggregate data on Pj and Nj. But we do not know Gj in Eqs. (4) and (5). For empirical implementation, we
215 assume the monthly Gjt to be a function of five variables such that Gjt = Gj(Yt, t, U1t, U2t, U3t) for month t = 1, . . .,T. The first
216 variable in Gj(�) is an observable economic indicator Yt, which is proxied by the monthly real GDP. We have considered other
217 aggregate data such as population and monthly employment. We do not use these data because they do not reflect the dri-
218 vers’ incomes, which presumably affect their daily trip requirements. The second variable is the month index t, which aims to
219 capture the time-trend effect (e.g., vehicular fuel and O&M costs) on the monthly non-toll cost. The last three variables are
220 the tunnel utilization factors to account for the congestion effect. Tunnel j’s monthly utilization factor Ujt is the tunnel’s
221 monthly total private-car-equivalent (PCE) crossings divided by the tunnel’s monthly total capacity (= daily vehicular capac-
222 ity ⁄ number of days in the month). Our computation of Ujt assumes the following PCE conversion rates: (a) taxis: 1.0; (b)
223 motorcycles: 0.4; (c) light buses: 1.5; (d) single-decked buses: 3.0; (e) light goods vehicles: 1.5; (f) medium goods vehicles:
224 2.0; and (g) heavy goods vehicles: 2.5 (Wong, 2012).
225 These utilization factors are endogenous in our tunnel demand estimation presented below. To see this point, consider
226 taxis’ demand regressions that use taxis’ crossings by tunnel as the left-hand-side (LHS) variables. As taxis’ crossings directly
227 contribute to the tunnels’ total PCE crossings, rising tunnel usage by taxis increases the utilization factors, which are the
228 regressions’ right-hand-side (RHS) variables. Thus, these RHS variables are endogenously dependent on the LHS variables.
229 To remedy the potential bias caused by the endogenous utilization factors, we use the three-stage-least-squares technique,
230 as described in Section 3.7.
231 Based on Sections 3.1 and 3.2, the effect of GDP on the monthly total usage of tunnel j (i.e., Nj) has two parts. The first part
232 is the output effect, reflecting that rising GDP tends to raise the drivers’ daily trip requirements, thus increasing Nj. The sec-
233 ond part is the congestion effect. Rising GDP tends to increase vehicle ownership and usage, which may cause or exacerbate
234 congestion due to the fixed capacity of each tunnel. This in turn may discourage drivers from using a given tunnel (e.g., the
235 highly congested CHT). When the first part dominates the second, an increase in GDP will tend to increase Nj. The effect of
236 the time trend on Nj is an empirical issue that will be resolved in our demand estimation. The effect of tunnel j’s utilization
237 factor on Nj is expected to be negative because a heavily used tunnel j tends to discourage drivers from using it. The effect of
238 tunnel k’s utilization factor on Nj is expected to be positive because a heavily used tunnel k– j tends to encourage drivers to
239 switch to tunnel j.
240 Our aggregate data do not contain the information necessary to disentangle the two parts of the GDP effect. Nonetheless,
241 we can still derive the toll responsiveness of monthly total usage of each tunnel. Specifically, consider the monthly cost func-
242 tion that corresponds to Eq. (5). Due to the assumed dependence of Gj on Yt, t, and {Ujt}, we introduce index t into the
243 monthly cost function f(�) below:
244

Ft ¼
X
j

½PjtNjt þ GjðYt ; t;U1t ;U2t;U3tÞ� ¼ f ðP1t; P2t; P3_t ; fGjðYt ; t;U1t;U2t ;U3tÞgÞ: ð6:aÞ
246246

247 We assume that f(�) in Eq. (6.a) is well-behaved with the following properties: (a) it is homogenous of degree one in {Pjt}
248 and {Gjt} so that changing all tolls and non-toll costs by a factor of k > 0 will change the monthly total cost by that same
249 factor; and (b) it is continuous, concave, and increasing in {Pjt} and {Gjt}, implying that the tunnel demands have negative
250 own-price elasticities (Varian, 1992, pp. 72–76).
251 As we do not know Gj(Yt, t, U1t, U2t, U3t), we rewrite f(�) as H(�) whose arguments are the observable tunnel tolls, the
252 monthly GDP, a time trend, and the utilization factors:
253

Ft ¼ HðP1t; P2t ; P3_t ;Yt ; t;U1t ;U2t;U3tÞ: ð6:bÞ255255

256 We use the GL specification to parsimoniously parameterize H(�) (Diewert, 1971):
257

Ft ¼
X
j

X
k

bjkP
1=2
jt P1=2

kt þ
X
j

wjPjtYt þ
X
j

hjPjtt þ
X
j

X
k

cjkPjtUkt

" #
þ Rt ; ð7Þ

259259

260 where Rt is the arithmetic difference between the total cost in Eq. (6.a) and the [ ] term on the RHS of Eq. (7). We assume
261 Rt = R(Yt, t, U1t, U2t, U3t), the validity of which is verified following the derivation of the GL demand equations below. Each
262 system’s parameters to be estimated are: {bjk}, {wj}, {ht}, and {cjk}.
263 Since by assumption f(�) is homogeneous of degree one, it immediately follows that so too is the cost function of Eq. (7).
264 Changing each cost component by a factor of k > 0 will change the total cost by that same factor:
265

kFt ¼
X
j

X
k

bjkðkPjtÞ1=2ðkPktÞ1=2 þ
X
j

wjkPjtYt þ
X
j

hjkPjtt þ
X
j

X
k

kcjkPjtUkt

" #
þ kRt:

267267
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268 The cost function is continuous, increasing, and concave in {Pjt} and Rt when bjk ¼ bkj P 0ðj– kÞ (Diewert, 1971, p. 497). In
269 short, H(�) is a well-behaved cost function under the constraint of bjk ¼ bkj P 0ðj– kÞ.
270 Applying Shephard’s Lemma (Diewert, 1971, p. 495) to Eq. (7), we derive the following estimable demand equations that
271 obey the constraint of bjk ¼ bkj P 0ðj– kÞ:
272

@Ft=@P1t ¼ N1t ¼ b11 þ b12ðP2t=P1tÞ1=2 þ b13ðP3t=P1tÞ1=2 þ w1Yt þ h1t þ
X
k

c1kUkt ð8:aÞ
274274

275

@Ft=@P2t ¼ N2t ¼ b22 þ b12ðP1t=P2tÞ1=2 þ b23ðP3t=P2tÞ1=2 þ w2Yt þ h2t þ
X
k

c2kUkt ð8:bÞ
277277

278

@Ft=@P3t ¼ N3t ¼ b33 þ b13ðP1t=P3tÞ1=2 þ b23ðP2t=P3tÞ1=2 þ w3Yt þ h3t þ
X
k

c3kUkt ð8:cÞ
280280

281 Eqs. (8.a)–(8.c) imply that the total toll cost is
P

jPjtNjt ¼
P

j

P
kbjkP

1=2
jt P1=2

kt þP
jwjPjtYt þ

P
jhjPjtt þ

P
j

P
kcjkPjtUkt . Using

282 Eq. (6.a), we verify Rt ¼
P

jGjðYt ; t;U1t ;U2t ;U3tÞ, which is the total non-toll cost that is independent of the tolls.
283 Eqs. (8.a)–(8.c) state that the monthly demand for tunnel j, or Njt, by the drivers of a particular type of vehicle depends
284 linearly on the observable variables {Pkt/Pjt}, Yt, t, and {Ujt}. They allow each tunnel’s vehicle-specific monthly crossings to
285 vary with these variables. This is in contrast to a discrete-choice analysis that typically splits a fixed volume of harbor cross-
286 ings among the three tunnels (e.g., Hau et al., 2011). To see this point, consider a vehicle type whose tunnel-specific usage
287 share is (Nj/N), where N ¼ P

jNj = total usage of all three tunnels by the vehicle type. As lnðNj=NÞ ¼ lnNj � lnN, the usage
288 share’s elasticity based on lnðNj=NÞ is the same as the usage level’s elasticity based on lnNj when there is no change in
289 the total usage N. In other words, absent a noticeable change in the vehicle type’s total tunnel usage, the usage share’s elas-
290 ticity estimate should be close to the usage level’s elasticity estimate when both estimates come from one single data file.
291 This may not be true, however, when the usage share’s elasticity estimate is based on route-choice survey data collected
292 in a given year, as in Hau et al. (2011), while the usage level’s elasticity estimate is based on the aggregate monthly data
293 as in the present study.
294 When bjk ¼ bkj P 0, oNjt/oPjt 6 0 and Njt=Pkt P 0. We postulate wj P 0, implying that an increase in Yt tends to increase
295 Njt . We have no expectations as to the sign of hj, which is to be determined in our demand estimation. Finally, we postulate
296 cjj 6 0 to reflect that a heavily used tunnel j tends to discourage drivers from using tunnel j, and cjk P 0 for j– k to reflect
297 that a heavily used tunnel k tends to encourage drivers to switch to tunnel j.

298 3.4. Elasticity calculation

299 3.4.1. Disaggregate elasticity of a vehicle type
300 Based on Eqs. (8.a)–(8.c), the monthly cross-price elasticity of a given vehicle type for tunnels j and k ðj– kÞ is:
301

gjkt ¼ @ lnNjt=@ ln Pkt ¼ 1=2bjkðPkt=PjtÞ1=2=Njt : ð9:aÞ303303

304 When bjk P 0; gjkt P 0, suggesting that tunnels j and k are substitutes for the drivers of a particular vehicle type.
305 The monthly own-price elasticity of tunnel j is:
306

gjjt ¼ @ lnNjt=@ ln Pjt ¼ �1=2
X
k – j

bjkðPkt=PjtÞ1=2
" #,

Njt : ð9:bÞ
308308

309 When bjk P 0; gjjt 6 0, suggesting that this vehicle type has a downward-sloping demand curve for tunnel j.
310 Because of the nonlinear and monthly nature of the elasticity formulae given by Eqs. (9.a) and (9.b), our disaggregate elas-
311 ticity estimates are computed via a two-step procedure. First, we use Eqs. (9.a) and (9.b) to compute the elasticity estimates
312 for each month in the sample. Then, we compute the equally-weighted average of the monthly values for a given elasticity (e.
313 g., g11 = own-price elasticity for EHC crossings), which is the number shown in Fig. 5 in Section 4.

314 3.4.2. Aggregate elasticity of all vehicle types
315 An aggregate price elasticity estimate summarizes the price responsiveness of all vehicles using a particular tunnel. To
316 compute an aggregate elasticity, we first use the index m to denote a vehicle type. As each tunnel has nine vehicle-
317 specific tolls,m = 1 (private cars), 2 (taxis), 3 (motorcycles), 4 (light buses), 5 (single-decked buses), 6 (double-decked buses),
318 7 (light goods vehicles under 5.5 tonnes), 8 (medium goods vehicles between 5.5 and 24 tonnes), and 9 (heavy goods vehicles
319 over 24 tonnes).
320 Suppose the total use of tunnel j by all vehicle types in month t is Zjt, which is the sum of its nine components, Z1jt, . . .,
321 Zmjt, . . .,Z9jt, where Zmjt = Njt for vehicle type m in Eqs. Eqs. (8.a)–(8.c). The monthly aggregate own-price elasticity of Zjt is the
322 percent change in the total usage of tunnel j resulting from a one-percent change in that tunnel’s nine tolls:
323

Ejjt ¼ E1jjtW1jt þ � � � þ E9jjtW9jt; ð10:aÞ325325
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326 where Emjjt ¼ gjjt for vehicle type m based on Eq. (9.b), and Wmjt ¼ ðZmjt=ZjtÞ = vehicle type m’s share of the monthly total
327 usage of tunnel j. To derive Eq. (10.a), we first recognize that the change in tunnel j’s total usage is
328 dZjt ¼ ð@Z1jt=@P1jtÞdP1jt þ � � � þ ð@Z9jt=@P9jtÞdP9jt . Evaluated at dPmjt/Pmjt = 1 for all m = 1, . . ., 9, the percent change in Zjt is
329 ðdZjt=ZjtÞ ¼ ð@Z1jt=@P1jtÞðP1jt=Z1jtÞðZ1jt=ZjtÞ þ � � � þ ð@Z9jt=@P9jtÞðP9jt=Z9jtÞðZ9jt=ZjtÞ ¼ E1jjtW1jt þ � � � þ E9jjtW9jt ¼ Ejjt .
330 Our aggregate own-price elasticity is computed via a two-step procedure. First, we use Eq. (10.a) to compute the Ejjt esti-
331 mate as a weighted average of the vehicle-specific estimates based on Eq. (9.b) for each month in the sample. Then, we com-
332 pute the equally-weighted average of the monthly values to find the aggregate own-price elasticity estimate of Ejj reported in
333 Table 4.
334 The calculation of the aggregate cross-price elasticity Ejkðj– kÞ is analogous to the one for Ejj, except that we now use:
335

Ejkt ¼ E1jktW1jt þ � � � þ E9jktW9jt; ð10:bÞ337337

338 where Emjkt ¼ gjkt for vehicle type m, based on Eq. (9.a).

339 3.5. The hypothesis

340 To determine whether the drivers of a particular vehicle type consider the three tunnels to be substitutes, we apply the
341 Wald test (Davidson and MacKinnon, 1993, Chapter 13) to the null hypothesis:
342

H0 : bjk ¼ 0 for all j – k:344344

345 If the data do not reject H0(a = 0.01), the elasticity estimates based on Eqs. (9.a) and (9.b) are not statistically different from
346 zero, suggesting that a toll-change proposal is unlikely to be effective in altering tunnel usage.

347 3.6. Change in tunnel usage in response to changes in the tolls

348 Let Pjm denote the current toll paid by drivers of vehicle type m at tunnel j. Further, let P0
jm denote the proposed toll at

349 tunnel j for vehicle type m. Based on Eqs. Eqs. (8.a)–(8.c), the effect of a proposed change in tolls on vehicle type m’s usage
350 of that tunnel is:
351

Xjm ¼
X
k – j

bjkm½ðP0
km=P

0
jmÞ1=2 � ðPkm=PjmÞ1=2�; ð11Þ

353353

354 where bjkm is the estimate of bj – k for vehicle type m. An estimate for the aggregate usage change for tunnel j is therefore
355 equal to:
356

Xj ¼
X
m

Xjm: ð12Þ
358358

359 3.7. Estimation strategy

360 3.7.1. Unit root tests
361 Our use of monthly data shapes our estimation strategy because of the potential problem of non-stationary data. To
362 examine the stationarity property of our monthly time series, we apply the Augmented Dickey–Fuller (ADF) test (Dickey
363 and Fuller, 1979) and the Phillips–Perron (PP) test (Phillips and Perron, 1988) to each of the time series. For brevity, we
364 do not report the detailed unit-root results, which are available from the corresponding author upon request.
365 The unit-root results are mixed. While both tests conclude that real GDP is trend-stationary in level, they do not reach a
366 unified conclusion as to the stationarity property of the tunnel-crossing series. But both tests decisively reject ða ¼ 0:01Þ the
367 null hypothesis of a unit root for the first-differenced tunnel-crossing data, regardless of the specification of the determin-
368 istic components in the tests. The unit-root tests also indicate that the toll-ratio series are non-stationary. The infrequent
369 variations in the toll ratios in Fig. 3, however, obviate the need to remedy the apparent non-stationarity problem, because
370 the toll ratios resemble shift dummies that move tunnel crossings in response to a toll change at a given tunnel. Finally, the
371 PP test indicates that the utilization factor series are either stationary or trend-stationary in levels while the ADF test finds
372 them stationary only when first-differenced.
373 Since real GDP and the utilization factors are trend-stationary, they cannot be cointegrated with tunnel crossings in our
374 demand equations because a meaningful cointegration relationship requires both the dependent and explanatory variables
375 to be non-stationary. But direct estimation of Eqs. Eqs. (8.a)–(8.c) can be problematic because we cannot entirely rule out the
376 possibility that some of the tunnel-crossing series are only difference-stationary.

377 3.7.2. Estimation of each GL demand system
378 To ensure that all variables enter the regression without a stochastic trend component, we apply PROC MODEL of SAS
379 (2004) to estimate each GL system for a particular vehicle type in first-differenced form. We cannot jointly estimate the nine
380 GL systems due to the problem of non-convergence.
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381 Our use of the first-differenced data leads to the GL demand system for a given vehicle type described by Eq. (13), which
382 has an intercept hj that reflects the presence of a time trend in Eqs. Eqs. (8.a)–(8.c):
383

DNjt ¼ hj þ
X
k – j

bjkDðPkt=PjtÞ1=2 þ wjDYt þ
X
k

cjkDUkt þ ljt ; ð13Þ
385385

386 where ljt is a random-error termwith zero mean and finite variance. Our system estimation recognizes that ljt and lktðj– kÞ
387 may be contemporaneously correlated, since the usage pattern of the three tunnels by a vehicle type is the result of the deci-
388 sion making by the drivers of that particular vehicle type.
389 Since the first-differenced series are found to be stationary, the estimates of {bjk}, {wj}, {hj}, and {cjk} are not susceptible to
390 spurious interpretation. Our first-differencing approach has two drawbacks if the monthly series are actually stationary
391 (Murray, 2006, Chapter 18). First, differenced time series often vary less than un-differenced ones. As a result, the precision
392 of the coefficient estimates may decrease. This, however, is not a major concern, since Section 4 reports that most of our coef-
393 ficient estimates are statistically significant (a ¼ 0:01).
394 Second, differencing a monthly data series can exacerbate serial correlation. As a remedy, we assume that ljt follows an
395 AR(2) error process because monthly data tend to follow an AR(1) process. Thus, our estimates for the changes in tunnel
396 usage and the elasticities in Section 4 are based on the coefficient estimates found under the maintained assumption of con-
397 temporaneously correlated AR(2) errors. While some systems are found to have small and insignificant AR(2) parameter esti-
398 mates at the a ¼ 0:01 level, we maintain the AR(2) assumption throughout the rest of the paper for expositional ease.
399 Moreover, our re-estimation of those systems under the AR(1) assumption yields comparable parameter estimates.
400 Paying due obeisance to (Diewert, 1971), we impose, where necessary, the non-negative constraints of bjk P 0. These
401 restrictions turn out to be unnecessary for six of the nine vehicle types. As reported in the next section, our chosen specifi-
402 cation yields the result that the GL system for taxis has one negative coefficient estimate, as do those for light buses and
403 heavy goods vehicles. But only the estimate for taxis is statistically significant ða ¼ 0:01Þ.
404 Finally, when applying PROC MODEL, we recognize that the first-differenced utilization factors DUkt are based on the
405 vehicle-specific tunnel crossing Njt and may therefore be endogenous. To remedy the potential problem of endogeneity bias,
406 we use the iterated three-stage least squares (IT3SLS) method in PROC MODEL. The instruments are the first-differenced

407 square-root of toll ratios given by {DðPkt=PjtÞ1=2}, the first-differenced GDP given by DYt , the binary indicators for the month
408 of each observation (e.g., DJan ¼ 1 if January and 0 otherwise), and the binary indicators for the year of each observation (e.g.,
409 D2000 = 1 if year 2000 and 0 otherwise). As an additional check, we use the iterated seemingly unrelated regressions (ITSUR)
410 method to re-estimate the nine GL demand systems. This method assumes DUkt to be exogenous, thus obviating the need for
411 instruments.

412 3.7.3. Over-specification
413 Both estimation methods described in the last subsection produce many coefficient estimates that are statistically
414 insignificant (a ¼ 0:01). Hence, we consider whether the three first-differenced utilization factors are the possible cause
415 for over-specification that leads to imprecise coefficient estimates with large standard errors. We focus on the utilization
416 factors for two reasons. First, the GDP effect contains the output and congestion effects, and the utilization factors aim to
417 capture the congestion effect. Second, our initial data exploration suggests that the GDP effect estimates are mostly signif-
418 icant (a = 0.01).
419 Since there are nine cjk estimates in each GL demand system, we have a total of 81 cjk estimates (= 9 cjk estimates per
420 system � 9 systems) to consider. When the IT3SLS method is used, we find 50 (62%) of the 81 estimates are statistically
421 insignificant, and 44 (54%) have signs that are inconsistent with our expectation of cjj 6 0 and cjk P 0 for j– k. When the
422 ITSUR method is used, we find 47 (58%) of the 81 estimates are statistically insignificant, and 46 (57%) have the wrong sign.
423 The above findings lead us to conclude that Eq. (13) is over-specified. Hence, we impose the restrictions of cjk = 0 for all j
424 and k in Eq. (13), yielding the following specification used to produce the empirical evidence reported in the next section:
425

DNjt ¼ hj þ
X
k – j

bjkDðPkt=PjtÞ1=2 þ wjDYt þ ljt: ð14Þ
427427

428 As all the RHS variables are exogenous, the ITSUR method is appropriate for estimating the GL demand system given by Eq.
429 (14).

430 4. Empirical evidence

431 4.1. ITSUR results

432 Fig. 4 portrays the adjusted R2s of the 27 regressions that are based on the specification given by Eq. (14). Twenty-two of
433 the 27 adjusted R2 values are above 0.5, suggesting a reasonable fit by our GL specification of the noisy first-differenced data
434 described in Appendix A.
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435 For conciseness and easy understanding, we use Table 3 to summarize the voluminous regression results. For the inter-
436 ested readers, our SAS data file, programs, and detailed output listings are available from the corresponding author upon
437 request by email. Table 3 yields the following findings, based on the statistical significance criterion of a = 0.01:

438 � Of the 27 estimates of the intercepts ðh1; h2; h3Þ of the GL demand systems, 23 are negative, thus hinting at negative time-
439 trend effects. This inference, however, is weak, as only one of the 23 negative estimates is statistically significant. Hence,
440 we have also estimated Eq. (14) without the intercepts. As expected, the resulting elasticity estimates are very similar to
441 those reported below. We retain the intercept estimates in reporting the results, in compliance with a referee’s
442 suggestion.
443 � Fifty-one of the 54 estimates of the GL demand system’s slope coefficients ðb12; b13; b23;w1;w2;w3Þ are positive. Moreover,
444 38 of the 51 positive estimates are statistically significant, a finding that remains unchanged after our removal of the
445 intercepts from the GL demand systems described by Eq. (14).
446 � There are three negative coefficient estimates: (a) the b12 estimates for taxis and light buses, and (b) the b23 estimate for
447 heavy goods vehicles. Only the b12 estimate for taxis is statistically significant. Thanks to a referee’s insightful comment,
448 this seemingly anomalous finding may be explained by a taxi’s possible ‘‘chained” trips via different tunnels (e.g., Kow-

Fig. 4. Adjusted R2 of nine GL demand systems for harbor crossings.

Table 3
Summary of the SUR regression results for the GL demand systems by vehicle type.

Parameter or question Private
cars

Taxis Motorcycles Light
buses

Single-
decked
buses

Double-
decked
buses

Light
goods
vehicles

Medium
goods
vehicles

Heavy
goods
vehicles

h1 5 4 5 5 5 5 5 5 5
h2 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5
h3 5 5 5 5 5 5 4 4
b12
b13
b23
w1

w2

w3

bj–k = 0 for all j and k? No No No No Yes No No No No
Number of significant AR

parameter estimates for the
EHC

2 2 1 1 2 1 2 2 1

Number of significant AR
parameter estimates for the
CHT

2 2 1 2 2 1 2 2 1

Number of significant AR
parameter estimates for the
WHC

2 2 1 1 2 1 2 2 1

Notes: (1) Each GL demand system is vehicle-specific and based on Eq. (13) in the main text.
(2) For the intercepts {hj}, we define: ‘‘ ” = ‘‘positive and significant at a = 0.01”; ‘‘4” = ‘‘positive but insignificant at a = 0.01”; ‘‘ ” = ‘‘negative and

significant at a = 0.01”; ‘‘5” = ‘‘negative but insignificant at a = 0.01”.
(3) For the slope coefficients {bjk} and {wj}, we define: ‘‘ ” = ‘‘positive and significant at a = 0.01”; ‘‘ ” = ‘‘positive but insignificant at a = 0.01”;

‘‘ ” = ‘‘restricted to zero when the unconstrained estimate is negative but insignificant at a = 0.01”; ‘‘ ” = ‘‘restricted to zero when the unconstrained
estimate is negative and significant at a = 0.01”.

(4) The answer for the bj – k = 0 question is ‘‘No”, when the Wald statistic for testing H0: bj – k = 0 is significant at a = 0.01; it is ‘‘Yes”, otherwise.
(5) The last three rows report the number of statistically significant AR parameter estimates at a = 0.01.
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449 loon to Hong Kong Island via the EHC (i.e., tunnel 1) and Hong Kong Island to Kowloon via the CHT (i.e., tunnel 2)). An
450 increase in the EHC’s toll may cause the taxi not to make any cross-harbor trip, resulting in the EHC and CHT being seen
451 as complements, rather than substitutes, in taxis’ tunnel usage pattern. Consistent with the assumptions underlying our
452 GL approach (Diewert, 1971), however, we impose the constraint b12 ¼ 0, which does not materially change either the
453 other parameter estimates or our inferences.
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Fig. 5. Elasticity estimates by vehicle type based on Section 3.4.1: gjk = olnNj/olnPk = elasticity of tunnel j’s usage of a particular vehicle type with respect to
tunnel k’s applicable toll for all j, k = 1 (EHC), 2 (CHT), 3 (WHC).

Table 4
Estimates of Ejk = aggregate price elasticity = percent change in tunnel j’s total usage due to one percent change in tunnel k’s tolls.

Cross-harbor tunnel ID 1. Eastern Harbor Crossing (EHC) 2. Cross Harbor Tunnel (CHT) 3. Western Harbor Crossing (WHC)

1. Eastern Harbor Crossing (EHC) –0.318 0.075 0.242
2. Cross Harbor Tunnel (CHT) 0.072 –0.385 0.314
3. Western Harbor Crossing (WHC) 0.189 0.337 –0.526

Notes: (1) The monthly aggregate elasticity estimates are based on Section 3.4.2 in the main text.
(2) The E12 estimate is 0.072 and the E21 estimate is 0.075. Their small size is mainly due to the b12 estimate being constrained to zero in the taxis’ GL

system (see Table 3), implying taxis’ cross-price elasticity g12 = 0 and g21 = 0; this is notwithstanding that taxis are a large component of Hong Kong’s total
harbor crossings (see Fig. 2).
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454 � The Wald statistics lead us to reject H0 : bjk ¼ 0 for all j – k for eight of the nine vehicle types. The only exception is the
455 case for single-decked buses.
456 � Five of the nine systems have statistically-significant AR(2) parameter estimates and the remaining systems only have
457 statistically-significant AR(1) parameter estimates. We have considered AR(3) errors, but the parameter estimate for
458 ljt�3 is statistically insignificant even at the a ¼ 0:1 level of statistical significance for every vehicle type.
459

460 In addition to justifying our GL specification given by Eq. (14) as empirically plausible, the aforementioned findings sug-
461 gest that harbor-tunnel crossings are responsive to toll changes.

462 4.2. Price elasticity estimates

463 4.2.1. Disaggregate price elasticity estimates
464 Fig. 5 reports the negative own-price and positive cross-price elasticity estimates by vehicle type. It shows that all tunnel
465 crossings by vehicle type are price-inelastic. Motorcycles’ crossings are the most price-sensitive, followed by those of private
466 cars and goods vehicles. This is unsurprising, since the drivers (or owners) of these vehicles are likely to pay some, if not all,
467 of the toll charges. Taxis and buses that provide public transportation are the least price-sensitive, since they can pass on the
468 tunnel tolls to their passengers as part of their total fares.
469 The finding that taxis and buses do exhibit some, albeit small, price responsiveness is plausible because their passengers
470 respond to the toll-included fares, which in turn influence the volume of harbor crossings by these vehicles. For example,
471 Hong Kong taxi drivers often offer route choices to their passenger(s), asking: ‘‘Which tunnel would you like me to use?”
472 Similarly, a bus passenger may choose which bus to ride because bus fares vary by their tunnel-specific routes.
473 Comparing our elasticity estimates to those of Hau et al. (2011, pp. 475–476): (a) our estimates for private cars are mod-
474 erately larger in size than theirs; (b) our estimates for taxis are about half as large as theirs; and (c) our estimates for goods
475 vehicles are about two-thirds the size of theirs. We attribute the numerical differences between our and the Hau et al. (2011)
476 estimates to the differences in data (our aggregate monthly data for 2000–2012 vs. Hau et al.’s survey data collected in 1999)
477 and estimation techniques (our GL demand estimation vs. Hau et al.’s discrete-choice analysis). We cannot compare the elas-
478 ticity estimates for motorcycles, light buses, single-decked buses, and double-decked buses, because Hau et al. (2011) do not
479 provide such estimates.

480 4.2.2. Aggregate price elasticity estimates
481 Table 4 reports our aggregate elasticity estimates. It shows: (a) our CHT’s aggregate own-price elasticity estimate is
482 �0.385, or 1.32 times the �0.291 estimate in Loo (2003, Table 3); and (b) our aggregate own-price elasticity estimates for
483 the EHC and WHC are �0.318 and �0.526, respectively, unlike the positive though insignificant (q > 0:05) estimates in
484 Loo (2003, Table 3). We attribute the numerical differences between our and the Loo (2003) estimates to the differences

Table 5
Proposed tolls (HK$/crossing) in Transport and Housing Bureau (2013, p. 13), with changes from the January 2013 tolls in ().

Vehicle type Option A Option B Option C

CHT EHC WHC CHT EHC WHC CHT EHC WHC

Private cars 25(+5) 20(�5) 55 25(+5) 20(�5) 55 30(+10) 20(�5) 55
Taxis 19(+9) 15(�10) 50 13(+3) 20(�5) 50 10 15(�10) 50
Motorcycles 12(+4) 9(�4) 25 10(+2) 10(�3) 25 12(+4) 9(�4) 25
Light buses 25(+15) 20(�18) 65 13(+3) 30(�8) 65 10 38 65
Single-decked buses 31(+21) 25(�25) 100 13(+3) 40(�10) 100 10 50 100
Double-decked buses 47(+32) 38(�37) 140 19(+4) 60(�15) 140 15 75 140
Light goods vehicles 28(+13) 23(�15) 65 19(+4) 30(�8) 65 19(+4) 23(�15) 65
Medium goods vehicles 38(+18) 30(�20) 90 25(+5) 40(�10) 90 25(+5) 30(�20) 90
Heavy goods vehicles 56(+26) 45(�30) 120 38(+8) 60(�15) 120 38(+8) 45(�30) 120

Table 6
Estimated effects of the proposed toll changes (HK$/crossing) in Transport and Housing Bureau (2013, p. 13) on average monthly tunnel usage.

Tunnel ID Option A Option B Option C

Crossings Percent Crossings Percent Crossings Percent

EHC 346,445 16.1 197,935 9.2 294,807 13.7
CHT �705,382 �19.6 �415,574 �11.5 �502,718 �13.9
WHC 80,354 4.4 43,040 2.3 67,749 3.7

Notes: (1) These estimated effects are based on Eq. (12) in the main text.
(2) Each percent estimate is the estimated effect divided by the average monthly tunnel usage in 2012.
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485 in data (our 2000–2012 monthly data vs. Loo’s 1979–2000 monthly data) and estimation techniques (our GL demand esti-
486 mation vs. Loo’s double-log regressions). Further, Table 4 reports that all tunnel demands have positive cross-price elasticity
487 estimates, which are not provided by Loo (2003). In summary, Table 4 indicates that all three tunnels have price-inelastic
488 demands and that they are imperfect substitutes.

489 4.3. Effects of the toll changes proposed by Transport and Housing Bureau (2013)

490 Keeping the WHC’s tolls unchanged, the HKSAR Government’s public consultation paper (Transport Department, 2013)
491 derives the proposed changes as follows:

492 � Option A: (1) reduce the EHC private car toll by $5 and those of other types of vehicles correspondingly, such that the tolls
493 would be closer to the CHT tolls after adjustment; and (2) increase the CHT private car toll by $5 and increase tolls of
494 other vehicle types to reflect the road space occupied as well as the wear and tear caused on the road surface by these
495 vehicles.
496 � Option B: (1) reduce the EHC private car toll by HK$5; and (2) increase the CHT private car toll by HK$5. The remaining
497 EHC (CHT) toll changes are found by first computing the percent change of EHC (CHT) car toll and then applying the same
498 percent change to the remaining EHC (CHT) tolls.
499 � Option C: (1) for the EHC, change the non-bus tolls as Option A, and freeze the bus tolls; and (2) for the CHT, increase the
500 private car toll by HK$10, increase the motorcycle toll by HK$4, freeze the tolls for taxis and buses, and adopt the goods
501 vehicles tolls in Option B.
502

503 Some of the relative toll changes in Table 5 are large, as evidenced by the 25% (= $5/$20) increase for the CHT’s car toll,
504 and the 90% (= $9/$10) increase for the CHT’s taxi toll, with Option A.
505 Using Eq. (12), Table 6 estimates the effects of each option. Option A is estimated to (a) reduce the CHT’s monthly cross-
506 ings in 2012 by about 19.6%, (b) increase the EHC’s monthly crossings by about 16.1%, and (c) increase the WHC’s monthly
507 crossings by about 4.4%. The total estimated effect of (a)–(c) is an approximate 3.8% reduction in total usage of all three tun-
508 nels by all vehicle types. The estimated effects of the other options are smaller than, but qualitatively similar to, those of
509 Option A.

510 5. Conclusion

511 Based on the 2000–2012 monthly tunnel crossings by nine vehicle types, we show that Hong Kong can price-manage its
512 cross-harbor-tunnel congestion, since the three tunnels are found to be substitutes with discernible price responsiveness.
513 The toll changes proposed by the Transport and Housing Bureau (2013) are estimated to reduce crossings via the CHT by
514 as much as 19.6%. Taken together, these findings imply that the HKSAR Government can implement a pricing policy for effec-
515 tive transportation demand management of Hong Kong’s three cross-harbor tunnels.

Table A.1
Variable definitions and data sources.

Variable Definition Source

N1t Monthly vehicle-specific crossings: Eastern
Harbour Crossing (EHC)

Monthly Traffic and Transport Digest, various issues, Transport Department, HKSAR

N2t Monthly vehicle-specific crossings: Cross
Harbour Tunnel (CHT)

Same as above

N3t Monthly vehicle-specific crossings: Western
Harbour Crossing (WHC)

Same as above

P1t Monthly vehicle-specific tolls (HK$/crossing):
Eastern Harbour Crossing (EHC)

Annual Transport Digest, various issues, Transport Department, HKSAR; and http://www.
westernharbourtunnel.com/en/about4.html
When a toll changes in the midst of a month, the monthly toll is the average of the daily
tolls

P2t Monthly vehicle-specific tolls (HK$/crossing):
Cross Harbour Tunnel (CHT)

Same as above

P3t Monthly vehicle-specific tolls (HK$/crossing):
Western Harbour Crossing (WHC)

Same as above

Yt Monthly real GDP (2011 HK$M) Hong Kong Monthly Digest of Statistics, Census and Statistics Department, Hong Kong
SAR. Since the HKSAR Government only publishes quarterly real GDP and quarter-end
employment, we first derive the monthly employment figures by linear extrapolation.
Then, we estimate the monthly GDP as (a) quarterly GDP times (b) monthly share of the
quarterly total employment-days = monthly employment ⁄monthly number of calendar
days
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516 6. Uncited reference

517 Elliott et al. (1996).

518 Appendix A. Data sources and descriptive statistics

519 Table A.1 details the variable definitions and sources of our monthly data series for the 13-year period of 2000–2012.
520 Table A.2 reports the descriptive statistics of the estimation samples.
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